The T <-> R transition in the insulin hexamer is an outstanding model for protein structural changes in terms of its extent and complexity: the limiting structures T 6 , T3R3 and Rft have been defined by X-ray crystallography. The transition occurs cooperatively within trimers. It involves displacements of >30 A and a secondary structural rearrangement of 15% of the peptide chain between extended and helical conformations. Experimental data for the transition are plentiful. Theoretical methods to simulate pathways without constraints would never succeed with such substantial transitions. We have developed two approaches, targeted energy minimization (TEM) and targeted molecular dynamics (TMD). Previously successful in simulating the T«R transition of the insulin monomer, these procedures are also shown here to be effective in the hexamer. With TMD, more conformational space is explored and pathways are found at 500 kj/mol lower energy than with TEM. Because the atoms have to meet distance constraints in sum rather than individually, a high degree of conformational freedom and independence. is implied. T 6 -> T3R3 and T3R;, -> T 6 pathways do not coincide because the transformation is directed. One subunit enters a dead end pathway in one direction of the TMD simulation, which shows that constraint and freedom are critically balanced. The ensemble of productive pathways represents a plausible corridor for the transition. A video display of the transformations is available
Introduction
Revealing the mechanisms of complex structural reorganization of proteins, such as allosteric transitions or folding/unfolding at the atomic level, represents a major challenge in structural biology. Both experimental and theoretical methods are currently applied to a number of model systems with the aim of understanding the underlying principles. Our laboratory is engaged in the quantitative analysis of the T <-> R transition of insulin which, compared with folding/unfolding systems, offers the advantage that it is one of the most extensively characterized transitions in proteins (Gerstein et ai, 1994) , © Oxford University Press with the limiting structures defined by X-ray crystallography. It involves drastic secondary and tertiary structural reorganization which are central features of protein folding/unfolding processes. The THR transition of insulin is of even greater interest as an outstanding model than as a phenomenon of possible functional (Nakagawa and Tager, 1989, 1991; Hua et ai, 1993) and proven galenic and pharmacokinetic importance (Brange and Langkjaer, 1992; Ciszak et ai, 1995) .
Here we describe the simulation of this conformational transition in the insulin hexamer. The transition was calculated using two different methods: targeted energy minimization (TEM) and targeted molecular dynamics (TMD). Both methods have already been applied to the insulin monomer and were successful in predicting potential pathways (Engels et ai, 1992; Engels, 1993; Schlitter etai, 1993 Schlitter etai, , 1994 . The extension of the system to the hexamer is indicated because this is the molecular scene where the transition actually occurs.
Essentially three different states of the hexamer have been defined by X-ray analysis of the following different crystal forms: (i) rhombohedral 2Zn insulin, T 6 , with both layers comprising three subunits each, i.e. both trimers, in the T conformation, where the N-terminal B chain (residues 1-8) is extended (Baker et ai, 1988 ) -a T 6 hexamer is shown in Figure 1 ; (ii) rhombohedral 4Zn insulin, T3R3, crystallized in the presence of inorganic anions, with one layer of three subunits, i.e. one trimer, in the R conformation (also shown in Figure 1 ), where the N-terminal B chain (residues 1-8) is helical (Bentley et ai, 1976; Dodson et ai, 1980; Smith et ai, 1984) (4Zn insulin can also be formed from 2Zn insulin even in the crystal; De Graaff et ai, 1981) ; and (iii) monoclinic insulin, Rg, crystallized in the presence of phenolic compounds with all six subunits in the R conformation (Derewenda et ai, 1989) .
The coordination of the zinc ion in T 3 trimers is octahedral, whereas in R 3 trimers it is tetrahedral.
First we have shown that, in the presence of inorganic anions (Bentley et ai, 1975; Renscheidt et ai, 1984) and phenolic compounds (Wollmer et ai, 1987) , the states later designated T 3 R 3 and Rg, respectively (Kaarsholm et al., 1989) , are also adopted in solution. From the fact that the binding sites for phenol do not exist in the T state, we deduced that T and R are related by a dynamic equilibrium (T and R are also used to designate the two states irrespective of quaternary structure).
Meanwhile, the different states and the transitions between them have been the subject of a large number of X-ray crystallographic (Chothia et ai, 1983; Bentley et ai, 1992; Ciszak and Smith, 1994) , NMR (Roy et ai, 1989; Brader etai, 1991; Brzovic etai, 1994) , as well as CD and absorption spectroscopic studies (Renscheidt et ai, 1984; Wollmer et ai, 1987 Wollmer et ai, , 1989 Roy et ai, 1989; Thomas and Wollmer, 1989; Brader et ai, 1990 Brader et ai, , 1992 Krilger et ai, 1990; Karatas et ai, 1991; Gross and Dunn, 1992; Kim and Shields, 1992; Choi et ai, 1993; Jacoby et ai, 1993) .
With respect to simulation, the T <-» R transition of insulin is, however, far beyond the trivial case in which the new position is reached by just a movement through free space. The main-chain reorganization that occurs between the extended and helical conformations alone, and even more under the steric limitations imposed by the quaternary structure, implies movements which are outstanding not only in their extent but also in their complexity. It is extremely unlikely that a free molecular dynamics simulation would ever have the chance of arriving at the final state. Therefore the simulation technique has to be modified, as in a number of theoretical methods suggested recently (Elber and Karplus, 1987; Czerminski and Elber, 1989; ElKettani and Durup, 1992; Engels et al, 1992; Fischer and Karplus, 1992; Engels, 1993; Harvey and Gabb, 1993; Schlitter et al, 1993 Schlitter et al, , 1994 Smart, 1994) . The simulation of the T <-> R transition of insulin is a challenge for all of them.
Our simulations concern the transition between T 6 and T3R3 in either direction.
The aims of our study are (i) to learn whether our methods, TEM and/or TMD, are at all capable of simulating transitions that extensive and complex, (ii) to compare the results obtained with these alternative methods, and (iii) to show the differences between the pathways simulated for the monomeric and hexameric states, i.e. to observe the influence of the quaternary structure. An analysis of the pathways can suggest mutations that are predicted to promote or impede the transition, which may be verified by kinetic experiments.
Materials and methods
The structural base of this study is the X-ray coordinates of rhombohedral 2Zn and 4Zn insulin at 1.5 A resolution (G. Dodson, personal communication) .
The hexamer consists of 2928 atoms if the united atoms approach is applied, in which only polar hydrogens are explicitly taken into account. The zinc ions and ligands were ignored because the T -* R transition also occurs in their absence (Krilger et al, 1990) . To prepare the structures for TEM and TMD, the standard GROMOS package was used (van Gunsteren and Berendsen, 1987) . Vacuum conditions with partial charges for the charged atoms were applied. For the Lennard-Jones and Coulomb interactions, a cut-off radius (R) of 0.8 nm was used. All non-bonded interactions within an adjacent shell for 0.8 =s R s£ 1.1 nm were calculated for every 10th step of minimization (TEM) and every 20th integration step (TMD).
The methods applied for generating pathways use the distance between a transient structure X and the target structure F, with:
as a control parameter. In TEM, the *, are Cartesian coordinates; in TMD, mass-weighted coordinates are used for technical reasons, p is proportional to the r.m.s. distance between the same atoms in the different structures. By applying a constraint, the distance is forced to decrease, which is the basic concept of both methods. TEM To generate the limiting structures used in the transformation simulations with TEM, the X-ray structures were energy minimized using the conjugate gradients method without SHAKE. Minimization was continued until the potential energy change was <0.1 kJ/mol per step. After minimization, the 3-fold symmetry relating the subunits was still preserved. The structural difference to be covered in the actual transformation is that which remains after optimum superpositioning of the limiting structures. In TEM, the molecule is constrained to move in n = 200 equal small decrements of p towards the target structure. The constraint is not applied to single atoms or subunits but to the whole system. After each step, the structure is relaxed by conjugate gradient energy minimization. This provides a flexibility which allows the molecule to find pathways also somewhat remote from the linear combination of the limiting structures, i.e. from the highly improbable direct path between them.
Simulations were carried out with values of 5 and 15, respectively, for N cyc , the parameter by which the conjugate gradient cycle is started again (Jacoby, 1994) . Here as well, minimizations were stopped when the difference in potential energy was <0.1 kJ/mol.
The degree of transformation y(i), i.e. the percentage of completion achieved, is defined as:
with I representing the initial structure, F the final structure and X EM , the energy minimized transient structure, respectively. A detailed description of the TEM method is given by Engels et al. (1992) and Engels (1993) . TMD The energy minimized limiting structures for TEM were equilibrated in 40 ps molecular dynamics simulations. The time step to integrate the equation of motion was 2 fs and SHAKE was applied to keep the bond lengths constant. The last (i.e. the 40 ps) structures of the equilibration runs were used as the limiting structures for the actual transformation simulations with TMD. To define the structural difference to be covered, they were superimposed as described for TEM.
In TMD, a constraint must be fulfilled in every integration step of the molecular dynamics simulation, making that structure slowly approach the target state. This is realized mainly by the subroutine SHIFT (Schlitter et al, 1993) , which has been incorporated into the GROMOS package used here. Again, only one degree of freedom is constrained, i.e. the constraint is applied to the system as a whole.
The simulation time for every transformation was 200 ps. The simulations come to a stop when the SHIFT constraint restricts the thermal motion of the atoms, i.e. when the r.m.s. distance from the final structure is 0.04 nm, which corresponds to the average thermal fluctuation amplitude of an atom.
The degree of transformation _y(/) here is defined as:
(3) Here X(t) is the structure obtained after a duration / of the TMD simulation. X(0) is identical to the initial structure I.
For an energy comparison of the TEM and TMD pathways, the bottom energy U o (p) of TMD pathways has to be calculated. It is not immediately obtained in a TMD simulation, because the potential energy is a temperature-dependent fluctuating quantity that always lies above U o . It can be approximated by:
which would hold exactly if E^ was a harmonic function of the remaining coordinates at constant p (Schlitter et al, 1993) . Theoretical considerations show that the approximation will never underestimate the actual minimum energy in applications Bentley et al. (1976) and Derewenda el al. (1989) . The R 3 state is arrested by tetrahedraJ coordination of the metal ion (Zn 2+ or Co 2+ ) on the 3-fold axis by an anion (e.g. SCN") in addition to three histidines BIO and/or by binding of three phenolic ligands (included in the bottom figure) to specific sites, respectively. based on common protein forcefields because of the analytical form of the potential terms used. Numerical tests, e.g. minimization at constant p with the slow cooling technique, have confirmed this theoretical finding. In all cases, one ends at minimum potential energies which are close to, but never higher than, the value predicted by Equation 4.
Simulations were carried out at 50 and 300 K. They were coupled to corresponding temperature baths with a relaxation time of 0.01 ps. The initial equilibrations were performed at the respective temperatures. A detailed description of the TMD method is given by Schlitter et al. (1993) .
The results of the simulations were analyzed using SIMLYS (Krtlger et al, 1991; Kriiger and Szameit, 1992) and the graphics program WHAT-IF (Vriend, 1990) . Figure 1 was generated with the program MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991) .
Results and discussion

Potential energy TEM.
Simulations of the transition between T 6 and T3R3 were carried out with TEM in each direction. The potential energy Per cent transformation Per cent transformation is plotted as a function of transformation progress in Figure  2 . As it was known from our monomer simulations (Engels, 1993) , i.e. the results are sensitive to the N cyc parameter (see Materials and methods), all simulations were performed with two different values for N^. Energies consistently lower by -1000 kJ/mol are indeed obtained with an N cyc value of 15 relative to 5. The hexamer simulations do not reach the final structures if the full potential is active, except for T 3 R 3 -» T 6 with an N^ value of 5 (results not shown). This failure indicates the limitation of the conjugate gradient algorithm of energy minimization to operate on distorted structures that will occur. In our monomer simulations, this problem was circumvented by an opportunistic choice of N cyc ; however, failure was observed with certain values for N cyc also present (Engels et ai, 1992) . For the final hexamer simulations, we decided to exclude the cysteines A6, A7, All and B7 from the transformation constraint. The fluctuations of the potential energy in the course of the transformation are somewhat more pronounced for the T 3 R 3 -> T 6 than for the T 6 -4 T 3 R 3 simulation. In addition, the energy profiles for the two transformation directions are dissimilar. The differences in potential energy between the limiting states T 6 and T 3 R 3 can be equated with the real enthalpy difference only with reservation; different long-range interactions in the two limiting structures may not be properly relaxed by the energy minimization.
TMD. The bottom energy U o of the TMD pathways was calculated using Equation 4 and is plotted in Figure 3 . Of 116 course the traces of U o for 300 K exhibit larger fluctuation amplitudes than those for 50 K, signaling a higher degree of flexibility. Accordingly, paths are found at lower energies. However, even the TMD pathways for 50 K are already substantially below the lowest potential energy obtained with TEM (compare with Figure 2 ). It should be noted that the fluctuation amplitudes of the kinetic and potential energies in the constrained simulations are the same as those in the unconstrained equilibrium simulations. These are in good agreement with theoretical considerations relating a typical value for the heat capacity of a protein to the fluctuation amplitude of the total energy (Becker, 1985) . Therefore, the TMD constraint does not lead to unrealistic perturbations of the system. Furthermore, the U o plots in Figure 3 refer to simulations with the complete potential function including the disulfide dihedrals, which do not lead to steric conflicts in the final phase of transformation. As in TMD simulations, the constraint radius must always be larger than the amplitude of thermal fluctuation, otherwise the target structure, unlike in TEM simulations, cannot be fully reached. The disulfide bonds do not cause steric conflicts in the final phase of the transformation. Hence, they may well switch and some actually do end up with the correct (new) dihedral angles.
In the T 3 R 3 -» T 6 simulation, a steep rise in U o is observed at ~85% of the transformation (Figure 3b ) and it is stopped by the failure of SHAKE. As will be seen in the structural analysis, one of the subunits has adopted an unfavorable conformation. High flexibility can thus also lead to dead end pathways. Constraining only one degree of freedom in the whole system also implies that the transformation of the three subunits may be neither symmetrical nor synchronous.
Conformational space
Pathways through conformational space can be projected in 2-D according to the method of Diamond (1974) , which was applied to the trajectories of molecular dynamics simulations by Levitt (1983) . To compare pathways, the positional differences (covariances) between the C a atoms of all of their transient structures are collected in a single matrix. To obtain Figures 4 and 5, the pathways are projected in the direction of the first two eigenvectors of that matrix. Differences seen in the plot can be interpreted as representative. The absence of differences, on the other hand, can be a consequence of the 2-D projection and may not be meaningful.
TEM. The first set (Figure 4) contains the TEM simulations of the hexamer and the monomer. The pathways in the T -> R direction can clearly be distinguished from those in the R -) T direction. In both the initial and the final structures the subunits are related by a 3-fold symmetry, so this must also apply to any step of their synchronized transformation by TEM. In reality, however, the individual subunits will behave as independently as permitted by their neighbors. In the course of the actual transformation, their pathway projections no longer coincide. This deviation from symmetry seems to be a consequence of numerical instability. In a phase when contacts become close and forces strong, rounding errors are likely to occur. The differences between the pathway projections for the monomer and the subunits of the hexamer, more pronounced in the T -» R direction, are an expression of the influence of quaternary interactions.
[A] TMD. The monomer and hexamer simulations calculated using TMD ( Figure 5 ) are very different from the TEM results. The separation between the pathways for the two opposite directions is much less obvious, although a rough distinction can still be made. Because the TMD transformations start from the 40 ps structures of molecular dynamics equilibrations (see Materials and methods), the subunits are not related by rigorous symmetry. Therefore the conformational space explored is different for each subunit already in an early stage of the transition. In their final parts, the pathways of the forward and backward directions overlap. The monomer pathway in the T -• R direction can be distinguished from those of the hexamer subunits. Unless the possibility of a projection is misleading, the pathways for the monomer and the hexamer subunits in the R -> T direction could overlap, at least in part.
Main-chain dihedral angles
More details, particularly concerning the symmetry relationship of the three subunits during transformation, can be deduced from an analysis of the main-chain dihedral angles <(», \\> of residues 2-8 of the B chain.
TEM. The changes of the dihedral angles in the single subunits with progressing transformation in either direction are shown in Figure 6 . In the T -> R direction (Figure 6a ) the curves for both <J > and Mf start to separate at 40% of the transformation (Figure 8a ). However, their deviations are moderate but tend to be more pronounced for residues near the N-terminus.
Between 50 and 60% completion, the helix forms in a way that the pre-existing central B helix is extended, i.e. the N- terminal residues are the last to be integrated (compare also Figure 8a ). In the T3R3 -> T 6 simulation (Figure 6b ), separation of the curves for the three subunits starts a little later, i.e. at ~50% of the transformation. Furthermore, the changes are more synchronous, particularly around B7, which may be a result of the A7-B7 disulfide bond. The N-terminal residues, which are the last to be integrated in the helix, are the first to be unwound. The fraction of the total transformation over which the helix is maintained is more extended than that covered by its formation.
The directions of rotation for the angles < { > of residue B8 and \\t of B2-7 were the same in all subunits in both the T -» R and R -* T transformations with TEM, with the sole Figures 2-6 ), the curves for the single subunits (with the exception of their residues B2) remain roughly clustered in the initial phase of the transformation in either direction. This parallelism is maintained for the longest around residue B6, while the N-terminal residues are very flexible. In contrast to the TEM simulations, major differences between subunits are also obtained for more C-terminal residues, such as < } > B8 and y B6,7 in the T -> R direction (Figure 7a ) as well as <) > B7,8 and y B6.7 in the R -> T direction (Figure 7b) .
TMD. Apart from the noisier traces typical of this method (compare
When the T 6 -» T3R3 simulation stops where the constraints start to restrict the thermal motions (see Materials and methods), most of the angles have adopted the values typical of the R state, except for <J > B3 and \j/ B2 of subunit 2 (S2). As apparent from the inspection of transient structures below (Figure 9b ), the T 3 R 3 -> T 6 simulation leads to an unproductive a)T->R pathway for subunit S|, which causes it to stop at 91%. By then, most residues of subunits S 2 and S3 have adopted dihedral angles whose values are close to those for state T. However, substantial deviations persist for § B2,5,6 and y B3-5 of S\.
The correspond almost fully to those obtained in the TMD simulation with the monomer, more so at least than in the T -» R transformation with TEM. There are no differences between the hexamer simulations with TMD and TEM for y B5 and y B7 of all subunits in the T 6 -> T3R3 direction, which also holds in the case of the monomer. In Figures 8 and 9 the course of the hexamer transformation in either direction is represented by a series of stereo drawings of selected intermediate structures. For clarity of presentation, the constant trimer is omitted and the structure is represented by the connected C a atoms. This is misleading in so far as it suggests more manoeuvring room for the N-terminal B chains than there really is. A verbal description of the course of 8a), the chain segment B1-B6 first moves along the interhelical transitions in greater detail is almost impossible. Specially part of the A chain towards the center of the trimer, with interested readers are invited to request a video tape. transient contacts especially between He A10 and Phe Bl. 'symmetry' relationship is maintained during 40% of the transformation. Residues B5-B8 are the first to be integrated into the pre-existing central B helix (residues 9-19). Then the situation becomes very tight, with contacts between residues 2-5 of the three B chains. The strong forces implied apparently lead to rounding errors and consequently to the loss of symmetry. The R state is first adopted by S 3 , then by S 2 and finally by S|. The transformation also requires certain adapting movements of the C-terminus of helix A1-A9 and the interhelical residues A10-A12.
Graphic representation of the transitions
In the R -> T transformation (Figure 8b ), the long continuous helices B1-B19 kink at B8 and their N-terminal parts adopt a direction parallel to the 3-fold axis. At 35-40% of the transition, directions are found in which the chains can then unwind and finally stretch out. Again, adapting movements of the A chains are seen, mainly around 40%, which are transiently distorted throughout without losing their overall secondary structural composition. Between 50 and 65% Be A10 is an obstacle for Phe Bl. The trimer basically maintains 3-fold 'symmetry' throughout the R -» T transformation.
TMD. In the beginning of the T -> R transformation at 300 K, the extended N-terminal B chains in S1-S3 are pulled along the interhelical part of the A chain, each of the same molecule. This movement is impeded early because the side chain of Asn B3 is held up by that of He A10. Although this situation is overcome in S 3 and S 2 at 15 and 23%, respectively, their N-terminal B chains mutually prevent transformation progress until 47%. Even though in S, Asn B3 has already passed by lie A10 at 16%, the transformation of this subunit is retarded until 50% because Phe B1 instead gets caught at the interhelical A chain. When it continues, its A chain as well as the Nterminal B chain of S 3 briefly (52-55%) move out of the way, which is reflected in a small bump in the bottom energy (Figure 3a) . At 57% the N-terminal B chains of all subunits, still rather extended, have adopted an orientation which allows them to wind up into helices. This happens from 64 to 82% in S 2 , from 78 to 86% in S, and only after 80% in S 3 .
In the transformation R -» T, the C-terminal turn of the A N helix, especially Thr A8, represents the main obstacle to be circumvented by the N-terminal B chain of the same subunit. When at 8% Bl and B2 of S 3 have unwound, Phe Bl is caught by that obstacle until 28%. After 37%, the second helix rum unwinds and the T conformation is reached at ~52%.
At 8% the first turn of the N-terminal B helix in S 2 bends over and unwinds until 15%. Subsequently, it displaces the Nterminal B chain of S[ which unwinds up to Asn B3, whereupon Phe Bl is caught by the Thr A8 obstacle. The same applies to S 2 , but here this happens to the side chain of Gin B4 first and then to His B5, whereby the C-terminal A^ helix is distorted substantially between 19 and 59%. When the obstacle is overcome, S 2 approaches its target structure rather quickly.
Because the N-terminal B chain of S 3 does not progress until 28% (see above), Phe Bl in S,, as a consequence, cannot round Thr A8; instead, from 26% onwards it slides on top of the A N helix. At this point, the pathway for this subunit becomes irreversibly unsuccessful because the constraint now goes through the k N helix whose last turn is considerably distorted (~47%). While stretching out, the N-terminal B chain is pulled between that helix turn and the extended interhelical A chain, and finally (83%) the side chain of Gin B4 finds itself within the A chain loop formed by cysteines A6 and All. Upon a dramatic increase of the bottom energy, the transformation is broken off (Figure 3b ).
Summary and conclusion
In principle, the TEM and TMD methods are both capable of finding possible pathways for the transition between T 6 and T 3 R 3 in either direction, thus describing plausible scenarios for a concerted allosteric reorganization. An important feature which they have in common is that the constraints are only applied to the sum of distances over all atoms. This implies a freedom which allows each atom, as well as each subunit, to move as independently as permitted by its neighbors. Neither the inspection of the transient structures nor the analysis of the potential energies has revealed convincing reasons why in the TEM simulations the inclusion of disulfide bonds A6-A11 and A7-B7 should not allow for a full transition. On the whole, the TEM transformations appear to be more direct than those with TMD, although the obstacles encountered are much the same. Preservation of the 3-fold symmetry to be expected for TEM is essentially found to be compatible with large structural fluctuations, but will not occur in reality.
In molecular dynamics simulations, symmetry gets lost with the stochastic distribution of velocities. This effect, together with the larger conformational space explored at finite temperature, gives the molecule much more freedom. In our opinion, the TMD approach is closer to reality and more informative about the actual behavior. It is, for instance, not necessary to exclude the disulfide bonds from the transformation.
In accordance with experimental and model building results (Krilger et al, 1990) , the simulations show undoubtedly that the subunits of a trimer have to undergo the transition cooperatively for steric reasons. Residues B1-B8 of one subunit not only rearrange their conformation between extended and helical, but in their concomitant translatory movement invade space which has to be abandoned by those of a neighboring subunit. Hence, even though each subunit will behave as independently as permitted by the others, a sequential mechanism is ruled out. The differences revealed by comparison of the simulated transformation of the monomer (Engels et al, 1992) with a subunit within the hexamer are signatures of the quaternary interactions.
In addition, apart from the geometry, the energy profiles obtained with the two methods in the two directions and at different temperatures show that a variety of productive pathways can be found which differ in their position, the height of barriers and mean energy. TEM generates pathways that lie -500 kJ/mol (200 RT at 300 K) above the TMD pathways. The pathways give a rough idea of how the transition may take place. However, from a thermostatistic point of view, they are not representative of the real process. It seems that small amounts of kinetic energy suffice to overcome the barriers which keep the TEM pathways at their high level. Substantially lower energies, as well as changed sequences and heights of barriers, are also obtained in the TMD simulations at 300 K relative to those at 50 K. These findings reflect the existence of a large number of densely lying substates which are characteristic of proteins (Elber and Karplus, 1987) . Using the potential energy as defined in the forcefield may not be suitable as an evaluation criterion. Recent studies have shown that these energy potentials are less appropriate for discriminating between models of native and non-native folding than empirical energy functions (Eisenberg and McLachlan, 1986; Novotni et al, 1989; Wang et al, 1995) . However, a final assessment of any pathway will require the calculation of free energy.
The TMD simulation in the T 3 R 3 -» T 6 direction shows that the flexibility allowed by this method, desirable as it is, can also lead to unproductive pathways. The N-terminal B chain of one subunit (S|) gets onto a path above rather than below the A chain, which turns out to be a dead end. The value of a failure of this kind is that the attention is directed to the critical situations in transformation. Success depends crucially on the right balance between restriction on the one hand and freedom on the other.
The question of which productive pathway to prefer appears to us to be of secondary importance, because for macromolecules a unique pathway will not exist (Skolnick and Kolinski, 1989) . The simulations describe an ensemble of pathways which we would like to be understood as delineating a plausible corridor for the transition. What appears as hysteresis can clearly be attributed to the directedness of the transformation and increases the width of that corridor. A most valuable aspect of the simulations is that predictions can be derived from the knowledge of the pathways. Interactions of residues B1-B8, for instance, which exist in neither the T nor the R state, involve A chain residues 8-10, as illustrated by a video which is available on request. These interactions suggest mutations to increase or minimize steric obstacles, with their effects being measurable in kinetic experiments. An approach of this kind to probe pathways has been applied successfully in protein folding/unfolding studies (Matouschek and Fersht, 1992) . It may also inspire the design of stable intermediates and novel insulins with altered pharmacodynamic properties.
